About Us
Based in Seattle USA and Paços de Ferreira in Portugal, we have established our-self as one of the most

Vicoustic’s mission is simple: Improve the way you listen to your music in an affordable and ac-

dynamic companies in the acoustic solutions industry. Vicoustic offers a range of innovative products

cessible way.

and services, representing the outcome of years of development, testing and optimization. Our engi-

“Many people buy expensive speakers, and use them in very bad acoustic conditions” says César Carap-

neers work in strategic partnership with other industry sectors, including science institutes and universi-

inha, Vicoustic’s CEO. “Now it’s possible to improve the way you listen to your music, in an affordable and

ties, as well as gaining regular feedback from some of Europe’s leading acoustic engineers.

accessible way. Vicoustic offers products for all budgets and highly specialized staff to help you create

In addition to outstanding performance, our products have a revolutionary design and a high level of

your ideal listening room”.

fire retardancy, which makes them suitable for use in a variety of venues.

Music & Broadcast

Hi-Fi & Home Cinema

Building & Construction

R&D Center - Research and Development
The Vicoustic Research Center was designed for technological development that involves the training and

The aim was to build an adaptive volume chamber, allowing us to perform acoustic tests in different sized

skill enhancement in focal areas, namely Research, Acoustic and Product Engineering, Surveillance Technol-

rooms. Thanks to a 4 ton mechanical wall, that moves on a set of rails, we can define the exact measure-

ogy and Industrial Property.

ments of the chamber, and adjust the length of sound waves, produced inside. The wall has a custom made

Vicoustic has dedicated a considerable amount of investigation in Building Integration, on an international

insolation system that is remotely controlled by a hydraulic compressor, completely blocking sound trans-

scale, and is succeeding in producing high performance acoustic products that comply with demanding

mission, inside and out. A cutting-edge laboratory infrastructure that converts into three hybrid states: Low

fire rates, safety and environmental regulations, while maintaining cost levels low. As a result, Vicoustic

Frequency Resinate Chamber, Reverberation Chamber and an Anechoic Chamber.

products are optimized in all fronts.

Inside the hybrid test lab, we have installed four subwoofers and one B&K omnidirectional loudspeaker

The Centre is divided in two distinct areas:

that will generate specific sound waves named Plane Waves, and by positioning the mechanical wall, it is

1) A Multifunctional Room with magnetic walls that allows us to mount and dismount any line up of prod-

possible to study any product sample at precise frequencies. The sound behavior is captured using B&K

ucts and study performance, quality, design and aesthetics. The concept is already creating a ripple effect

microphones, insuring reliable data to carry out our studies.

and is being adapted in demo rooms and testing facilities around the globe.

The technology and rigorous “in house” testing are the foundation of each and every product, making Vi-

2) Lab test facility is an innovative chamber with exclusive features that continues to be unique in the world.

coustic a distinguished brand and leader in it’s sector.

Vicoustic Project
Support Team
Our team of engineers and designers are
ready to assist you

To assist architects, designers end even end customers, Vicoustic’s Project Department is able to answer your technical questions and provide all the necessary product
documentation and implementation details.
Our Project Support Department consists of a group of qualified personnel that includes civil engineers specialized in structural engineering, designers and senior acousticians. We also count on our Research Department for custom made products
you may need to satisfy your every need.
Vicoustic has the most advanced hardware and software tools to accurately simulate
the final acoustic results.
Together, we can propose reliable and effective recommendations, controlling all
stages of the building process when requested.
With the collaboration of our worldwide partners, here you can find examples of completed installations for SONY, BBC, Microsoft, ITV, Clarion, SIS, Unilever, Ralph Loren, and
many many more.

Cinema Round Premium
Cinema Round Premium panels provide flexible and elegant solutions for sound control across a multitude of applications. Combining modern design with maximum acoustic efficiency, the fabric-covered Cinema Round Premium
panel is commonly used to control sound reflections and excess reverberation, helping you maximize the performance of your listening space.
Cinema Round Premium performs mainly on medium-low to high frequencies. It has been proved as one of the
most stable panel with a very high and linear absorption coefficient.

Flexi Pol A50
Colored foam oxidates over time, turning yellow, but Vicoustic has now found a perfect solution to ensure that
colored panels maintain their smart appearance. Flexi Pol A50 panels have a special polyurethane coloured surface
which is not only durable, but also offers a range of creative design options.
With its revolutionary design, Vicoustic’s Flexi Panel is truly effective when applied in any type of space. A scientific
combination of material, absorption surface and cavity thickness means that the panel’s absorption performance is
extremely efficient in the treatment of 1st reflections.

Flexi Screen Ultra
Flexi Screen Ultra is the ideal portable solution for vocal recording in untreated rooms, or venues which lack sufficient
acoustic control. It performs on untreated and scattered room reflections, effectively isolating the sound source.
Flexi Screen Ultra is made from high quality materials. Its polyurethane structure is designed to give maximum absorption efficiency. The addition of wood to the exterior surface helps create a barrier and gives an attractive visual effect.
The singer’s energy is absorbed on the inside of the unit, producing a dryer, less ambient sound. At the same time, scattered room reflections are treated on the outside.
Flexi Screen Ultra can be used with a range of microphones and can be adjusted either horizontally or vertically.

MD55
Vicoustic’s MD55 panel is an easy-to-install, cost-effective solution for any kind of room requiring acoustic absorption treatment. The panel is extremely versatile, offering a precise combination of absorption and diffusion.Polyurethane foam (M1) with extraordinary acoustic properties and classified in M1 class of fire reaction. Known for it’s
flexibility and versatile applicability, this durable material is ideal for installations that require endurance.
The Vicoustic’s Foam Panels provide great acoustic solutions with attractive prices.

Multifuser DC2
Multifuser DC2 is a bi-dimensional diffusion panel that is frequently applied to walls or ceilings, providing multireflection on both vertical and horizontal planes in sound critical spaces. It performs on mid and high frequencies,
brightening and clarifying sound.
Made from high quality EPS (Expanded Polystyrene), Multifuser DC 2 is notable not only for its effective performance
in solving problems like lack of speech intelligibility or music definition, but also for its attractive design that fits
perfectly in any kind of room.

Super Bass Extreme
Optimized for corner mounting, Super Bass Extreme’s elegant wooden front is based on Vicoustic’s flagship
Wave Wood panel. This is combined with a membrane, two high-density foam layers and a micro-perforated rear
panel, with 1mm holes, that acts as a Helmholtz resonator. Designed to provide effective low frequency absorption between 60-125 Hz, it delivers maximum effectiveness between 75 -100Hz.
The wooden front panel has two functions, providing sufficient mid-high frequency absorption to control corner
reflections without deadening the sound, while simultaneously acting as a diffuser.

Wavewood
Vicoustic’s flagship Wavewood panel has been specifically developed to treat acoustic problems without destroying a room’s ambience, or over-deadening the sound.
Wavewood is made from a combination of acoustic foam and wood. Its instantly recognizable design results
from unique research based on the acoustic properties of the wood and foam combined with non-linear
sequential cavities that enable Wavewood to act as both an absorber and diffuser. It is particularly effective in
treating medium and high frequencies as well as solving issues such as flutter echoes. Wavewood can also be
highly effective in controlling low frequencies when fitted in the corners of a room and used as a bass trap.

Vicoustic - Innovative Acoustic Solutions

ABSORPTION Product Line
Vicoustic’s Absorption line offers a range of products that reduces unwanted reflections
inside your studio contributing to a pristine sound clarity and reducing the sound
footprint to the outside. Vicoustic products stand out for being especially effective
at low frequencies.
In the Absorption Line you will find:
- High Performance Foam Products - exclusively made of especially design
acoustic foam these products are ideal for those looking for the best performance at low cost solution;
- Premium Versions - products covered with high resistance premium fabrics. The use of fabrics increases performance and give the products a
more aesthetically appearance.
- Wood Finish Products - wood properties are great for acoustics if
used correctly. At Vicoustic, wood is used for almost every function, from diffusion to absorption using the some of the most
advanced and proprietary techniques.

CINEMA ROUND

CINEMA SQUARE Pro 60.4 & 120.4

FLAT PANEL F 60 Premium

The Cinema range of absorption panels provides a flexible solution for sound control across a multitude of
applications. Combining discrete, modern design with maximum acoustic efficiency, Cinema panels are commonly used to control sound reflections and excess reverberation in all kinds of rooms, helping you maximize
the acoustic performance of your listening space.

Cinema Square Pro shares the same concept as Cinema Square with a different design. The acoustic wall panel
is set with an elegant wooden frame, available in three wood finishes: Light Brown, Wenge and White. The fabric
covers can be easily removed and washed.

Made of high resistance fire rating acoustic foam, Flat Panel Premium is a versatile and multi-application
panel. This solution has been specially developed to be used in home cinemas, living rooms, offices and any
other application where flat and clean design is important.
Available in two thicknesses and two different foam types.

Dimensions
595 x 595 x 75 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 2.95”

Materials
Foam (M1)

Available Colors
N/A

Dimensions
60) 595 x 595 x 40 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 1.57”

120) 1190 x 595 x 40 mm

Materials

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)
Fabric

Available Wood and Fabric Colors

60.2) 595 x 595 x 20 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 0.78”

Materials

Foam (M1 or Tech)
Fabric

Available Fabric Colors

60.4) 595 x 595 x 40 mm

46.85” x 23.42” x 1.57”

23.42” x 23.42” x 1.57”

CINEMA ROUND Premium

CINEMA SQUARE

FLAT PANEL F 120 Premium

FLAT PANEL FS 60 & 120 Premium

Cinema Round Premium panels provide flexible and elegant solutions for sound control across a multitude
of applications. Combining modern design with maximum acoustic efficiency, the fabric-covered Cinema
Round Premium panel is commonly used to control sound reflections and excess reverberation, helping you
maximize the performance of your listening space.

Cinema Square combines acoustic efficiency with elegant appearance. The fabric covers can be easily removed and washed. Designed to perform mainly on medium and high frequencies, Cinema Square is a
cost-effective solution for both ceilings and walls (where it can also be used to good effect in improving low
frequencies). It’s Available in Standard Vicoustic’s M1 Foam or in the fire resistant Tech Foam.

Flat Panel F 120 Premium doubles in size from the regular Flat Panel, maintaining all the acoustic performance properties and providing an elegant aesthetic variation and it has the same variations of foam, thicknesses and fabric. Suitable for large volume rooms.

Same as Flat Panel, Flat Panel FS Premium adds a fabric covered frame.
Flat Panel FS Premium has the same variations of foam, thicknesses and fabric of the original Flat panel

Dimensions

Materials

60) 600 x 600 x 75 mm

Foam (M1)
Fabric

23.62” x 23.62” x 2.95”

120) 1200 x 600 x 76 mm
47.24” x 23.62” x 2.99”
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Dimensions

Available Fabric Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 40 mm

Foam (M1)
Fabric

23.42” x 23.42” x 1.57”

Available Fabric Colors

Dimensions

Materials

120.2) 1195 x 595 x 20 mm

Foam (M1 or Tech)
Fabric

47.04” x 23.42” x 0.78”

120.4) 1195 x 595 x 40 mm
47.04” x 23.42” x 1.57”

Available Fabric Colors

Materials

Dimensions
60.2) 600 x 600 x 20 mm

120.2) 1200 x 600 x 20 mm

60.4) 600 x 600 x 40 mm

120.4) 1200 x 600 x 40 mm

23.62” x 23.62” x 0.78”
23.62” x 23.62” x 1.57”

47.24” x 23.62” x 0.78”

Available Fabric Colors

Foam (M1 or Tech)
Fabric

47.24” x 23.62” x 1.57”
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FLAT PANEL Pro 120

The Flat Panel Pro follows the same concept from the original Flat Panel adding optimized perforation for
maximum absorption.
Flat Panel Pro is available in two different foams.

Dimensions
120.2) 1195 x 595 x 20 mm
47.04” x 23.42” x 0.78”

Materials

Available Fabric Colors

Foam (M1)
Fabric

FLEXI A50

FLEXIWAVE 120.15

SUPER KIT MD55

With its revolutionary design, Vicoustic’s Flexi Panel A50 is truly effective when applied in any type of space. A
scientific combination of material, absorption surface and cavity thickness means that the panel’s absorption
performance is extremely efficient in the treatment of 1st reflections.

The revolutionary Flexiwave acoustic panel, brings performance and design to our homes. Especially developed to fit in standard clip-in or T-Profile frames, this is the only non square or rectangular tile that fits in
standard ceiling frames. Multiple combination of wood an fabric are available.

Vicoustic’s MD55 panel is an easy-to-install, cost-effective solution for any kind of room requiring acoustic
absorption treatment. The panel is extremely versatile, offering a precise combination of absorption and
diffusion. Super Kit MD55 is composed by four 300x300mm MD55 foam panels that can be displayed as
you wish.

Dimensions

Materials

Available Colors

Dimensions

Materials

600 x 600 x 50 mm

Foam (M1)

N/A

1200 x 100 x 155 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)
Fabric

23.62” x 23.62” x 1.96”

47.24” x 3.93” x 5.90”

120.4) 1195 x 595 x 40 mm
47.04” x 23.42” x 1.57”

Dimensions
300 x 300 x 55 mm (unit)

Materials

Foam (M1)

Available Colors
N/A

11.81” x 3.93” x 2.16” (unit)

FLEXI POL A50

FLEXI WOOD A50

OMEGA WOOD

PULSAR PANEL

Based in our award-wining Flexi A50, Flexi Pol adds a polyurethane colored coating. When placed in a sequence the panel junctions become undetectable.
Flexi Pol permits the inclusion of lights inside the cavities, and allows to be combine with other products like
Flexi Wood.

Flexi Wood combines the advantages of foam, with the looks and touch of wood. Available in different wood
finishes, Flexi Wood brings exclusivity and design to your home project.

With a very characteristic shape, Omega Wood distinguish himself for his curved shape, acting like a diffuser and
an absorption panel.
Ideal for walls, Omega Wood is available in multiple wood finishes.

Vicoustic’s Pulsar Panel offers an easy-to-install, cost-effective solution for any kind of room requiring acoustic absorption treatment.
The panel has excellent absorption capabilities as well as providing an effective amount of diffusion.

Dimensions
600 x 600 x 50 mm
23.62” x 23.62” x 2.04”
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Available Wood and Fabric Colors

Materials

Foam (M1)

Available Pol Colors

Dimensions
600 x 600 x 54 mm
23.62” x 23.62” x 2.12”

Materials

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

Available Wood Colors

Dimensions
600 x 600 x 50 mm
23.62” x 23.62” x 1.57”

Materials

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

Available Wood Colors

Dimensions

Materials

Foam (M1)

Available Colors
N/A
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SQUARE TILE 60.4

The Square Tile 60.4 has been specifically developed to treat acoustic problems without destroying a
room’s ambience. Square Tile combines a wood surface with acoustic foam.

Dimensions
600 x 600 x 44 mm
23.62” x 23.62” x 1.73”

Materials

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1 or Tech)

Available Wood Colors

VARI PANEL Pro

VISQUARE Pro 60.4 Premium

VIXAGON 40 FS & VIXAGON 40 TECH

The Vari Panel Pro combines two different acoustic performances in one panel: on one side a reflective
wooden surface with specially designed cavities that effectively controls the rooms energy for a mid and low frequency range, by avoiding flutter echoes produced by parallel walls and boxy environments; On the other side,
a high absorbent foam surface with a colored fabric cover, also with specially designed cavities that increases the
absorbent behavior of the material for mid and high frequencies.

Visquare Pro follows the same concept from the original Visquare adding optimized perforation for maximum
absorption. Visquare Pro is available in two different foams.

Vixagon is an unmatched panel that stands out due to its unique shape specially designed to be used in
living rooms, offices and home cinemas, combining acoustic efficiency and an elegant appearance.
Vixagon Mini is an half sized solution of Vixagon that maintains all the properties of the original panel but
provides a aesthetic alternative.

Dimensions

Materials

600 x 600 x 44 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)
Fabric

23.62” x 23.62” x 1.73”

Available Wood and Fabric Colors

Dimensions
595 x 595 x 40 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 1.57”

Available Fabric Colors

Dimensions
FS)

700 x 607 x 40 mm
27.55” x 23.89” x 1.57”

FS Mini) 355 x 304 x 40 mm
13.97” x 11.96” x 1.57”

Materials
Tech)

700 x 600 x 40 mm

27.55” x 23.62” x 1.57”

Tech Mini) 350 x 300 x 40 mm
13.77” x 11.81” x 1.57”

VISQUARE 60.4 V2 Premium

WAVEWOOD

WAVEWOOD Pro 60 & 120

Vari Panel is Vicoustic’s revolutionary system that combines with the award-winning Flexi Panel A50 with a
wood system that can be attached and removed in seconds - without glue or any other complicated fixing
procedures. This gives you the option of adjusting your room acoustic to create a dry or bright environment.

Visquare panels have a special surface design which is not only durable, but also offers a range of creative
design options. With its revolutionary design, Vicoustic’s Visquare is truly effective when applied in any type
of space. Visquare is available in Tech and M1 foams.

Wavewood is made from a combination of acoustic foam and wood. It is particularly effective in treating
medium and high frequencies as well as solving issues such as flutter echoes. Wavewood can also be highly
effective in controlling low frequencies when fitted in the corners of a room and used as a bass trap.

Wavewood Pro follows the same concept of Wavewood but with a different
foam cut for a maximum performance. The wave wood pro 60 is available in two
different thicknesses.

600 x 600 x 54 mm
23.62” x 23.62” x 2.12”

Materials

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

Available Wood Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 40 mm

Foam (M1 or Tech)
Fabric

23.42” x 23.42” x 1.57”

Available Fabric Colors

Dimensions
60)

595 x 595 x 60 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 2.36”

120) 1195 x 595 x 60 mm
47.04” x 23.42” x 2.36”

Materials

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

Available Wood Colors

Dimensions
60.2) 595 x 595 x 24 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 0.94”

Available Fabric Colors

Foam (M1)
Fabric

VARI PANEL KIT

Dimensions
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Materials
Foam (M1 or Tech)
Fabric

Materials
120) 1195 x 595 x 44 mm
47.04” x 23.42” x 1.73”

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

Available Wood Colors

60.4) 595 x 595 x 44 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 1.73”
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DIFFUSION Product Line

MULTIFUSER WOOD 36 & 64

TRAP FUSER

WAVEWOOD Diffuser

Made from solid wood, the new diffuser is perfect for use in venues such as hi-fi rooms and home cinemas,
where effective diffusion is often required. With its striking angled surface, the two-dimensional diffuser is
based on a QRD sequence combined with changing reflection techniques (a result of the angled surface).

Trap Fuser is a unidirectional panel that controls sound reflections in two different ways - absorption and
diffusion. Its hybrid structure allows sound energy to either be trapped in the cavities, or scattered by the
plain surfaces.

Wavewood Diffuser, is the result of many years in research of diffusion techniques, with the advantage of a
clean design and flat surface. It matches our award winning panel design Wavewood, and it´s available in 3
different versions. EPS only, EPS with wood front, and solid wood.
If your on a budget, our EPS only Wavewood Diffuser is the option to consider.

Vicoustic’s diffusers are design to spread evenly the first reflections on the high and middle
range resolving problems such as lack of speech clarity or poor music definition. Diffusers
are a must on every acoustic project, and Vicoustic’s diffusers are just one of the best you
can find. They not only look great, but they are really efficient and Vicoustic have the
right one for any situation or budget.

Dimensions

Materials

36) 595 x 595 x 75 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)

23.42” x 23.42” x 2.95”

Available Wood Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 169mm

EPS

23.42” x 23.42” x 6.65”

Available EPS Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 56 mm

EPS

23.42” x 23.42” x 2.20”

Available EPS Colors

64) 595 x 595 x 135 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 5.31”

MULTIFUSER DC2

POLY WOOD FUSER

WAVEWOOD Diffuser Premium

WAVEWOOD Diffuser 60

Multifuser DC2 is a bi-dimensional diffusion panel that is frequently applied to walls or ceilings, providing
multi-reflection on both vertical and horizontal planes in sound critical spaces. It performs on mid and high
frequencies, brightening and clarifying sound.

Creating effective and controlled diffusion, Poly Wood Fuser is a specially designed panel based on an optimal
curve, which creates an elliptical diffuser to effectively scatter unwanted frequencies.
The panel’s fiberboard elliptical membrane has a controlled density, allowing an infinite diffusion pattern.

Using same concept as Wavewood Diffuser, this version ads a wood front for more aestetic appearance.

Using same concept and techniques as the above brothers, this version adds the fire rated element. Wavewood Diffuser 60 is made of EurClassE solid wood.

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 147 mm

EPS

23.42” x 23.42” x 5.78”
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Available EPS Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 137 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

23.42” x 23.42” x 5.39”

Available Wood Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 60 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
EPS

23.42” x 23.42” x 2.36”

Available Wood and EPS Colors

Dimensions

Materials

595 x 595 x 60 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)

23.42” x 23.42” x 2.36”

Available Wood Colors
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BASS TRAP Product Line

SUPER BASS EXTREME

Almost every rooms have bass problems. Standard dimensions, measures and shapes even
materials from traditional construction are the cause of it. Vicoustic is the only private
company in the world that dedicates most of time and resources to research such a
technical area of acoustics investing on they unique lab. The result are some of the
most effective bass-traps on history like Super Bass Extreme or Vari-bass, but there
are also budget solutions for less demanding customers

Super Bass Extreme, is far one of the best solutions for bass absorption. Using multiple techniques to act on the particle velocity
and pressure, Super Bass Extreme is a must in any room. Available
in different front finishes, can be fixed directly to walls or stacked.
Please refer to accessories on our web page.

Dimensions
595 x 595 x 155 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 6.10”

SUPER BASS EXTREME Premium

Materials

595 x 595 x 75 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)
Fabric

23.42” x 23.42” x 5.90”
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Materials

Available Wood Colors

Available Fabric Colors

Dimensions

23.62” x 11.81” x 13.38”

The unique shape of the Mega Fuser Bass Traps allows you to
minimize the dramatic effects that result from Resonating Waves,
commonly associated with the “boomy” sound often heard in
untreated rooms.

Materials

Foam (M1)

Available Colors
N/A

Dimensions
600 x 300 x 260 mm

Materials

Foam (M1)

Available Colors
N/A

23.62” x 11.81” x 10.23”

WAVEWOOD BASS TRAP

Vari Bass is designed for use in any professional recording
space, home studio, or hi-fi room. Made from wood and highdensity acoustic foam, the bass trap can be tuned between
50Hz and 100Hz by simply rotating its wooden top (which has
a series of resonant pots) until the problem disappears.

Dimensions

Materials

600x370 (Diameter) mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

23.62” x 14.56” (diameter)

MEGA FUSER Bass Trap

These Bass Traps, sold in sets of four units per package, are considered to be one of the best optimized solutions when treating low frequencies. They are also an excellent complement to
other acoustic products.

600 x 300 x 340 mm

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)

VARI BASS

With a fabric covered surface, Super Bass Extreme Premium
adds an aesthetic alternative to the regular Super Bass Extreme keeping the same performance with a cleaner look.

Dimensions

SUPER BASS 90

Available Wood Colors

Wavewood also proves highly efficient in the treatment of low frequencies. Its design includes a 45º angle,
which allows it to be applied to corners. A optimal combination of the acoustic foam, which is not in direct
contact with the wall, the resulting air cavity and the final wood membrane provides an effective solution for
low frequency issues.
Dimensions
595 x 595 x 60 mm
23.42” x 23.42” x 2.36”

Materials

Available Wood Colors

Wood (MDF Painted)
Foam (M1)
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ACCESSORIES Product Line

FLEXI SCREEN Ultra

Vicoustic’s accessory line, offers small tools that makes our live easier.
From low-budget microphone filters to kick-drum dampers, or especial
glue that works on EPS and polyurethane foam, Vicoustic’s catalog
have an accessory that fits your live.

FLEXI SCREEN Lite

FLEXI GLUE

Combo Feet offer an affordable, effective acoustic solution for treating structural noise. They can be fitted
to audio equipment such as studio monitors and amplifiers, ensuring that the emitted sound is affected as
little as possible. The feet include a powefull adhesive ready for instant application.

Vicoustic’s Flexi Glue is designed for use with a variety of materials. Its chemical composition is non aggressive, and therefore certified in accordance with the most recent European legislation, allowing Flexi Glue
to be used in any environment.

Flexi Screen Ultra is the ideal portable solution for vocal recording in untreated rooms, or venues which lack
sufficient acoustic control. It performs on untreated
and scattered room reflections, effectively isolating the
sound source

FLEXI KICK DRUM

FLEXI WALL

Flexi Screen Lite is the lightweight version of Flexi
Screen Ultra provides a portable, easy to assemble,
microphone surround whose polyurethane structure is
designed to give maximum absorption efficiency.

COMBO FEET

Flexi Wall is a portable, modular acoustic treatment system which can transform your working space in a matter of
minutes. Its flexible panels enable you
set up a customized studio just about
anywhere. The panels can also be used
to change the acoustic properties of a
room, allowing it to serve a variety of
purposes.
Flexi Kick Drum is the ideal solution for hassle-free acoustic control of kick drums. The flexible foam panel
fits inside the drum, acoustically dampening the internal reflections from its shell, while physically dampening any additional harmonics from the drum’s front and rear skins.
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